
 

 

 

1. Research Unit: Laboratory of Biological Chemistry of Metal Ions 

2. Supervisor: dr hab. Marcin Grynberg 

3. Supervisor (email): greenb@ibb.waw.pl 

4. Co-supervisor: dr hab. inż. Aleksandra Gruca (Silesian University of Technology) 

5. Project title (English): Creating a benchmark and comparing the performance (correctness, number of detected 

LCR pairs) of LCR comparison methods. 

6. Project title (Polish): Stworzenie benchmarku oraz porównanie wydajności (poprawność, liczba wykrytych par 

LCRów) metod porównywania LCRów. 

7. Description of the project (up to 500 words): 

Low complexity regions (LCRs) are protein fragments with a low diversity of amino acids. Although about 14% of 

proteins contain such fragments, for many years low complexity regions were ignored by the scientific community and 

treated as non-functional parts of a proteome. While the function of most LCRs is still a mystery, recent evidences 

suggest that LCRs often play important roles in structure stability preservation, protein-RNA interactions, phase 

separation, adhesion, transduction of conformational information, membrane interactions, DNA binding, the binding 

of metals by cysteine, histidine, or charge clusters, in driving the formation of membraneless organelles through phase 

separation and some other processes. LCRs are also directly involved in the development of various diseases including 

neurodegenerative diseases and cancer.  

While presently there are several tools to identify LCRs, their subsequent analyses is only an emerging field. In 

particular, there are no tools yet that can compare or exploit sequence similarities across LCRs for a reliable prediction 

of likely LCR functions. Recently we developed the first programmes able to compare LCRs (GBSC, LCR-BLAST, 

MotifLCR, EvansP). However there is a lack of benchmarks that will allow the comparison of efficacy, coverage and 

sensitivity of LCR space discovery using these methods. The aims of this work would be to semi-manually design such 

a benchmark and to test in-house programmes using this benchmark. 
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9. Scholarship amount (net):  3000 PLN for mid-term evaluation, after mid-term evaluation, change to 57% 

professor's remuneration (currently it would be 3242 PLN net). 

 


